Production Preview Guide for:

**The Prom School Edition**

Content Guide

*The show will run approximately 2 hours with a 15-minute intermission.*

*The Prom* is an inspiring, heart-wrenching, and hopeful outlook on the resiliency of the human spirit, and the capacity people have to look beyond what is known and take a chance in embracing, and ultimately accepting, others.

While the show is a school edition and contains alternate language for school productions, it still contains mild swearing (“apeshit”, “shit”, “MILF ass”), and some minimal sexual content (one consensual kiss between two female teen characters), as well as some homophobic language.

The show deals with the struggles of a teenage lesbian couple coping with life in a small town in Indiana seeking acceptance. The show focuses on two female-identifying characters as they navigate their romantic relationship, high school, social pressure, heartbreak, and learning to accept themselves.